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Golden Essentials

(AKA  Golden Section, Golden Mean, Divine Section)



More Specifics



•   φ is algebraic.  Differs from π and e which are
transcendental.

•   φ is Euclidean; i.e. the ratio can be constructed with a
compass and straight edge.



Why do we care?

•  Apparent in humans:



• Apparent in botany:
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Golden Spirals

Interesting…



Fibonacci Numbers

•  Earliest reference given by an Indian mathematician named Pingala in
500BC.

•  Next, Gopala and Hemachandra in 1150 described the Fibonaccis while
investigating the bin packing problem (the problem is NP-hard).

•  In the West, circa 1200, Leonardo of Pisa (AKA Fibonacci) studied the
numbers in an effort to describe rabbit population.



• In the first month there is just one newly-born pair.
• New-born pairs become fertile on their second month.
• On each month every fertile pair begets a new pair.
• Assume rabbits never die.



Elsewhere in Nature
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Phi-bonacci
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Plant Spirals

In plant spirals like seed heads (or
pinecones,  pineapple scales), the seeds
are generated along some small circle in the
center and at some constant angle from the
previous seed. Seeds move outward radially
over time. Plants have evolved such that
space is most efficiently used on the entire
seed head, allowing room for seeds to grow
while moving farther out.







Comments on Seed Simulations

• For angles of the form 360*p/q for integers p,q, seed pattern
develops q straight spokes.  Lot’s of wasted space.

• For angles of the form 360*α for α irrational there are a few
possible outcomes:
i) α close to a rational p/q, gives q spiraling spokes in a
distance range proportional to q from the center. Some
wasted space.
ii) α “far” from any rational p/q gives a more uniform
distribution of seeds.  Minimal wasted space
iii) Lower degree algebraic irrationals α give better
distributions of seeds with the best occurring at φ.

• How do we define what we mean by “far” from any rational?
How do we determined the best possible rational
approximations?



Continued Fractions







q

In our seed head optimization problem with angle=360o/α ,the number of
spiraling spokes we see at various distances from the center increases through
α’s {pn} sequence.  We see pn spirals develop more fully (and waste more
space) when pn+1-pn is large.

360o/π





Answer: α =

Its convergents are ratios of consecutive Fibonacci numbers, explaining the
number of spirals we count.



Phyllotaxy
In phyllotaxy, plants have

evolved to sprout leaves in
such a way that leaves higher
up on the stalk do not block
sunlight from reaching the
lower leaves.  The dense leaf
assembly also maximizes
rainwater exposure.



Approximation Theorems

Surprised?  The simplest irrational numbers (i.e. soln’s to
quadratics) are the hardest to approximate with rationals.
Thus we can rule out anything but irrational quadratic
solutions.



This means that regardless of what kind of irrational α is, there will
always be an infinite subset of convergents that approach α
somewhat quickly (<1/denominator2).
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Human Tendencies

It is argued that φ occurs in many aspects of human
culture and aesthetics:

•  Architecture
•  Art
•  Music
•  Religion
•  Attractiveness



Architecture



Art





Music

2 black 3 black
5 black total

8 white total

13 notes in
one octave



Religion

In Exodus 25:10, God commands
Moses to build the Ark of the
Covenant, in which to hold His
Covenant with the Israelites, the
Ten Commandments, saying,
"Have them make a chest of
acacia wood-
two and a half cubits long,
a cubit and a half wide,
and a cubit and a half high."



In Genesis 6:15, God commands Noah to build an ark
saying,
"And this is the fashion which thou shalt make it of: The
length of the ark shall be three hundred cubits, the breadth
of it fifty cubits, and the height of it thirty cubits."



Attractiveness

Why was George Clooney
chosen as People
Magazine’s “Sexiest Man
Alive” in 1997?



Miscellaneous

•  Credit/ID cards

•  Television screens



Conclusions

•  φ-bonacci is a lot of fun mathematically.
•  φ-bonacci is very pretty.
•  φ-bonacci is very optimal.
•  φ-bonacci has snuck into our daily lives.


